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Honor System To Be Voted On Tomorrow
Chancellor—

Trustee Indorse
Bill Last Week
At Board Meet
To Be Read Before
Student Body In
Chapel Next Week

CHANCELLOR:—Walter Hobson, who was last week named chancellor of Alpha Zeta,
ational honorary agricultural
fraternity. He is a dairy major
from Belton. In addition to
his Alpha Zeta duties, he was
last week nominated to compete fo rthe Danforth fellowship award and was last night
elected president of the Presbyterian Students Association,

Miss Hi Miss—

WINNER:— Miss Dot Rhyne,
daughter of Dr. O. P. Rhyne,
professor of modern languages,
who was recently
chosen to
represent the Calhoun- Clemson High School at Winthrop
as Miss-Hi-Miss.

Radio Men —

The newly-drafted constitution
for the government of the Clemson
student body will be presented to
the student body for its approval
some time next week, R. Roy
Pearce, president of the senior class
and the senior council, said Tuesday night.
The proposed constitution was
officially approved by the Board
of Trustees last weekend, with absolutely no revision, and the formal approval of Dr. Robert Franklin Poole, president, will probably
come this week, Pearce said.
The constitution will be subject
to the acceptance or rejection of
the entire corps, Pearce said. If
passed, it will be incorporated in
next year's revised cadet regulations.
The constitution, which is divided
into three articles, fixes permanently the membership and methods of election for the senior
council, which will still be the
governing body, defines explicity
the council's powers and duties, and
establishes permanent dates and
procedure for all class elections.
Here is the constitution as approved by the Board of Trustees:
Preamble
We, the students of Clemson College, believing that student government is both helpful and beneficial
to all concerned, do ordain and establish this constitution for the
student body of the Agricultural
and Mechanical College of South
Carolina-Clemson College.
Article I
Section I—Student government
shall be vested in
the Senior
Council.
Section II—The Senior Council
shallbe composed of the President
of the senior class, who will be the
chairman of the Senior Council;
Vice-President of the Senior Class,
who will be chairman protem; Secretary and Treasurer of the Senior
Class who will be the Secretary
and Treasurer of the said Council,
and the Senior Class Historian. In
addition, 7 members of the Senior
Class will be elected by popular
vote of the rising Senior Class to
be members of the Senior Council
and help with the administration
of the student government.
Section III—No person shall be
a member of the Senior Council
who shall not have maintained a
C average in the school in which
he is studying (see amendment
change).
Section IV—The Senior Council
—See Constitution, Page 3—

Executive Praises
Robertson's Book
"I Saw England"

Jack Klinck

Joe Chuharski
NEW AND OLD:—Jack Klinck,
appointed Radio Editor of The
Tiger, is shown here (left) with
Joe Chuharski,
who retired
from the mike this Friday.

The following is an extract from
a letter to a member of the Clemson faculty from Mr. Franklin W.
Hobbs, chairman of the Textile
Foundation of Washington, D. C.
Mr. Hobbs is past president of the
American Cotton Manufacturers
Association, a member of the Board
of Trustees of M. I. T., and has
just celebrated his 50th anniversary as president of Arlington Mills
in Boston.
"When I reached Washington
on Thursday, I at once bought
a copy of the book entitled, "I
Saw England", written by your
friend, Ben Robertson, and about
which you spoke on Wednesday evening.
"I have finished reading it
and found it a most remarkable
statement and account of what
has happened in England and
of the wonderful spirit shown
by the English people under the
distressing conditions that have
existed. I think it is the most
vivid and the most personal account that I have seen, and I
hope that it will have a wide
circulation. It certainly deserves
it.
"I also saw in yesterday's edition of "PM" an article by Ben
Robertson, entitled, "Springtime
in England". You no doubt saw
this, but if not, I suggest that
you read it.
"Robertson certainly has tremendous nerve to go through
what he did and he is a remarkably forceful writer. I am
glad you called him to my attention."

#

Cadets To Vote
Tomorrow Night
On System Plan

Boobie King' Be
Elected Friday
By Student Body
Voting will take place tomorrow for the election of Clemson's first "Boo Die King", when
members of the student body
will vote for who t1- j think
is the "Ugliest Mai.
in the
Student Body." The results of
the election will be announced
in the next issue of the Tiger.
Members of Alpha Phi Omega,
the national scouters fraternity,
who are sponsoring the election,
will be stationed at the guard
room all day distributing ballots for a penny apiece. The
ballots will not be signed and
anyone may vote as many times
' as he desires, officials of the
fraternity say.

System Also Be
Submitted To
Faculty Members

Loud Speakers
To Be Installed
By Senior Class
A public address system of approximately fifty-five loud speakers, one for each barracks hall"in
school, will be the senior class gift
to the school, Roy R. Pearce, president of the class, said last night.
The system will
have a large
central control board in the guard
room, and will be operated by
the members of the
regular
guard detail. The system will be
such that a general call may be
sent over all speakers, or individual calls be sent over one speaker.
*
The outfit will cost something
over one thousand dollars, Pearce
said. Collection of senior dues has
already passed the five hundred
dollar mark.
Pearce said that the system
would eliminate a great deal of
foot work now done by the guard
detail orderlies. "It will also serve
as a synchroniser for different barracks in that one bugle call will
be heard simultaneously all over
school."

Hardin Installed
As President Of
Wesley Group
L. H. Hardin,
recently elected
president of the Wesley Foundation, was installed in office at a
banquet in the YMCA gym Saturday night, March 29. O. A. Mayes
was installed as vice-president in
charge of mid-week retreats, and
Morris King as vice-president in
charge of Sunday School.
Dr. D. W. Daniel, dean emeritus
of the school of general science,
made the principal address of the
evening. Dr. J. E. Ward, head of
the economics department, presented keys to junior members of the
Wesley Foundation Council.
Other officers installed at the
banquet were Frank West, secretry, R. B. Carpenters and G. H.
Way, treasurers, Lloyd Walker, recreation, R. Q, Segars,
refreshments, O'Neal Jacobs, music, Jack
Lytton,
T. C. Moss,
and John
Boulware, deputations, J. H. Hair,
campus-church
relations, Walter
Hughes and Marvin Davis, freshman council
commission, L. T.
Jones, publicity, Mike Hubbard,
photography, and H. A. Starkey,
publications.
After the banquet the members
of the Council and
their dates
were guests of the YMCA at an
open house.

MOONLIGHT. PARADE:— Shown smiling happily just before the moonlight parade last Friday night given in her honor, is pretty
Miss Nancy Gilder Coleman, of Lander College, who is honorary col oriel of the cadet corps. With Colonel Coleman is Cadet Major L. B.
Smith, on the left, and Cadet Colonel D. J. Ross, Approximately six; thousand people were on hand for the celebration which lasted for
one hour.
—Photo by Hufford.

Honorary Cadet Colonel Nancy kg Students May
Coleman Reviews Cad et Corps Compete In $500
ROTC Seniors
Sign For Army
Commissions
All seniors taking the advanced
ROTC course signed classification
questionnaires Monday and Tuesday of this week for commissions
in the Officers
Reserve Corps.
Seniors whose names begin with
letters "A" through "H" filled out
the blanks on Monday, and those
with names
beginning with "I"
through- "Z"
filled them out on
Tuesday.
Those who complete the advanced course and receive diplomas in
June may expect to be called to
active
duty
immediately after
graduation, or within
thirty to
sixty days thereafter, in the event
that temporary deferment is requested, according to an announcement from the War Department.
AH men who complete the advanced course in June, but who
will not simultaneously receive a
graduate degree, will be granted
three months deferment upon request for the purpose of graduating during the summer months.

Six Thousand See Honorary Colonel Review
Corps In Annual Moonlight Parade Friday
An estimated six thousand visitors from all over South Carolina
and adjoining states were on hand
for the annual Moonlight Parade,
held each year in honor of Clemson's, honorary cadet colonel, last
Friday night. Miss Nancy Gilder
Coleman, honorary c&.onel fcr 1941,
reviewed the corps on Bowman field
by the light of a rising full moon.
Colonel Coleman, of Greenwood,
is a sophomore at Lander college.
She wase selected from the dates
of members of Scabbard and Blade,
national honor military fraternity,
at the recent Military Ball series.
She was the date' of Captain P. D.
Seabrook of John's Island.

Dressed in an officer's uniform
of pure white, Colonel Coleman
carried a Jarge bouquet of red roses,
presented to her by the Officer of
the Day just before the parade.
The corps was uniformed in white
trousers, grey dress blouses, and
white cap covers. Officers above
the rank of first lieutenant wore
sashes over shoulder, and junior
officers of the rank of first sergeant or above wore sash around
waist. All officers of the rank of
executive lieutenant, and above wore
boots.
Spotlights from Hotel Hill played
over the field as the 2,300 members of the corps paid honor to
their new officer.

Poole At Meet Of
De La Howe School

Winthrop PSA To
Be Here April 30

Dr. Robert F Poole attended the
Tri-State conference of Orphanages this
week which was held
yesterday at The De La Howe Orphanage in McCormick. On Thursday night Dr. Poole will attend a
meeting of
the Clemson Alumni
club in Gainesville, Georgia; and
will be
the guest of The Savannah Alumni club on Friday. Dr.
Poole will be accompanied by Mr.
J. H. Woodward alumni secretary,
and Coach Frank Howard.

A deputation from
Winthrop
College will put on a program at
the regular weekly meeting of the
Presbyterian
Students Association Wednesday, April 30, according to an announcement by Bob
Stoddard today.
The deputation
will consist of
about ten girls including Caroline
Bettis, outgoing president of the
Winthrop chapter, and the new
president, Caroline Johnson.

Editor Hallman Announces-

Taps To Be Distributed Saturday
Twenty-three hundred copies of the 1941 edition of
Taps, Clemson's AU-American
annual, will be ready for
distribution to the cadet corps
early Saturday morning, it
was announced this week by
Ed Hallman, editor of the
yearbook. .
Taps last year achieved an
Ail-American ratingv in com-

Voting on Clemson's proposed
honor system, read to the student
body at chapel in the amphitheater yesterday, will be held tomorrow night by company first sergeants after long roll.
If it is
passed by the students, the system
will be submitted to the faculty for
approval. Final adopton will como
after the proposed
system has
passed both bodies.
Pinckney Eve, chairman of the
student committee for investigating the possibilities of an honor
system, stressed the fact yesterday
that the present system is merely
experimental, and was designed to
test the advisability
of a more
drastic change.
"The purose of the plan is not
to convict any student of cheating, but to give him a chance to
say for himself whether or not he
desires the grade made on work
done while it was suspected that
he was using unfair means," Eve
said. "He will not be dropped from
the class. If he does not want the
grade received, he will be given a
zero on the work in question. All
cases will be handled without publicity."
The plan, labeled "A Proposed
Experiment To
Determine Th«
Advisability of An Honor System
At Clemson." provides for the election of a fifteen-man Board ol
Councilors, six to be chosen from
the senior class, six from the junior class, and three from the sophomore class. A faculty Advisory
Board, composed of one member
of the faculty of each school, will
hear appeals and act in an advisory
capacity
to the student
—See Honor System, Page 3—

petition with the finest annuals in the nation.
The yearly distribution of
the book is one of the most
anticipated events of the
campus. Containing pictures
of the student life and student activity of the college,
the annual presents a review
of the year at Clemson.

Students who have not yet
paid their Taps space, both
for individual and group pictures, will not receive a copy
of the book until after payment has been made, Hallman said.
Information regarding the
forthcoming edition has been
closely guarded, and details

of binding and general layout
are not available. Copies of
the book will arrive on the
campus Saturday morning,
and distribution will begin at
once.
Printer of the volume is
the R. L. Bryan Company of
Columbia, who published the
last year's edition.

Essay Contest

Hobson Named
Chancellor
0( Alpha Zeta
Walter M.
Hobson,
dairying
junior from
Belton, was elected
chancellor of Alpha. Zeta, national honor
agricultural fraternity,
at the meeting of the organization
last Thursday
night, replacing
Frank Kearse of Erhardt, who will
graduate in June.
R. E. Gettys, agronomy junior
from Lugoff, was elected censor,
H. H. Fellers,
agronomy junior
from Prosperity, scribe, T. V. Wilson, agricultural engineering junior from Piedmont, treasurer, and
L. C. Hammond, agronomy junior
from Seneca, chronicler.
Membership in Apha Zeta is the
highest honor that can come to
Clemson
agricultural
students.
Prespective
members must have
scholarship ratings in the upper
tenth of their class.

Woodward Wins
In Engineering
Design Contest
J. E. Woodward, electrical engineering senior from Greenville,
using the subject "Vectorscope,"
which he built and demonstrated,
won first place in competition at
the student convention of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers of the Southern district,
which was held at the University
of Alabama April 3 to 5. The University of Alabama section of the
AIEE was host to the entre SouATEE was host to the entire Souengineering schools in the South.
Other representatives from Clemson who attended the convention
were Professor A. B. Credle, counselor, Earl Hammond, president,
Hamp Wigington, J. C. Hartley,
Frank Barnes, C. O. Stokes, and
Harold Strawhorn.

Agriculture students at Clemson
College are eligible to participate
in a $500 cash prize contest devoted
to farm organization and management. Mr. C. L. Stevens of Baltimore, Maryland, and Yomassee,
South Carolina, has made available $500 to be awarded as prizes
to students of Clemson-Agricultural
College and the University of Georgia for preparing plans for the
operation of a family-sized Low
Country farm.
Mr. Stevens is interested in the
initiative and ability of the youth
of the South and this contest is
one means of determining the degree to which these young men
will aid in solving the problems
of southern farming.
The prize money is to be awarded
ot Clemson College ond the University of Georgia as follows:
1st prize
$100
2nd prize
50
3rd, 4th, and 5th prizes .... 25 each
The winning tntry from each institution will compete for an additional award of $50.
There is considerable interest in
the contest among the Clemson
students and upwards of 50 entries are expected.
Mr. R. A. McGinty and Dr. M. J.
Peterson are in charge of the contest at Clemson and any student
interested in participating may secure tht entry blanks from them.
The contest closes April 22, 1941.

By Their
—WORDS—
Gentlemen, please don't go to'
sleep until I finish calling the roll.
—Hufford
I like 'em streamlined.
—Ward
He's just as much out of place
at Clemson as a whale in Lake
Isaqueena.
—Walthour
That poplar plank looks good
enough to eat.
—Crandall
As chemists, you
boys would
make good ballet dancers.
CARODEMOS.
Well, we're interested in studying motors this fine spring morning—at least I am.
THERKELS.ON.
Italy is now a German province
CALHOUN.
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Honor System Deserves
A Try At ClemsonAfter four months of study,on Clemson's
proposed honor system, the committee to
investigate the advisibility of installing
such a system here have now made their
report. At a chapel meeting yesterday the
recommendations were read to the student
body. Final approval of the system will be
made by ballot after long roll tomorrow
night.
Introduced as a "Proposed experiment to
determine whether or not an honor system
would be possible for Clemson", the recommendation made by the committee is,
a beginning, and regardless of whether it
will meet the situation successfully at
first, it cannot be condemned too readily.
A large majority of the student body are
heartily in favor of the honor system as
it has been proposed; some agree with the
system in most of its aspects, and a few
do not agree with it at all.
Controversies may arise regarding the
individual details of the "honor experiment',, but despite the objections the system offers a way. Possibly this way may
fail. Very probably it will be a huge success, because it fosters the cooperation of
the student body and faculty. It puts both
on the same side of the fence, providing
a democratic way of adjusting our student
problems arising from the present setup.
Regardless* of what may be said of the
experiment it is an attempt—a worthy attempt to foster a thorough system of honesty here at Clemson.
H. W. H.

The New ConstitutionAt the meeting of the board of trustees
last week-end the newly-drafted constitution for the government of the Clemson
student body was officially indorsed by
that group, and will be presented to the
student.body sometime next week, by Senior Class President Roy Pearce. Formal
approval by President Poole will probably
come this week.
Divided into three articles the constitution regulates permanently the membership and method of election for the senior
council, which will still be the governing
group, defines explicitly the powers and
duties of that organization, and establishes
the procedure and permanent dates for
class elections.
The constitution as proposed will grant
to the senior council many of the ^ame
concessions as previously been the case,
with the exception that a "C" average on
classroom work must be attained before
any student is allowed to become a member
of that group.
With regards to student elections the
provisions set forth in the constitution
are advisable in order to prevent the recurrance of illegal stuffing of ballots and
guerilla campaigning. The Tiger heartily
endorses the open campaign period specified by the document.
Other than these there appears to be no
material change from our present system
and just how much an improvement the
constitution will be remains to be seen. It
bears^all the earmarks of being effective,
however.
H. W. H.

Another Feather
In Clemson's Cap—
Those persons who attended the dedicatory exercises of Clemson's newly completed field house at the annual IPTAY
Banquet last Friday night, will agree that
compliments are in order for those who
made its completion possible.
The handsome new structure, as it was
designed and built, provides the most
modern equipment available. In addition
to housing the facilities of the coaching
staff, the building provides for the quartering of visiting teams with twenty-one
up-to-the-minute well equipped dormitory
rooms, as well as dressing room facilities
for the athletic teams, and two large gymnasiums, capable of seating three thousand five hundred persons.
Work on the field house had been idle
for approximately ten years previous, because of a lack of funds with which to
complete the structure. And but for the
dynamic capabilities o| such men as Business Manager J. C. Littlejohn, Building and
Grounds Superintendent David Watson,
and many others, the structure might still
be incomplete.
Expanding Clemson can well afford this
new modern building created for the athletic scene.
H. W. H.

They State The Cause
As We See It Here—
The Daily Texas, University of Texas,
last year carried an editorial that still
seems fitting to us; that expresses our own
opinion here at Clemson: the willingness
and eagerness to help Britain with all aid
short of war.
We still want to send the suffering English all the help that we can, but we will
be able to condone another Expeditionary
force, except as a last resort. We all agree
that we want to help, but none of us
wants to risk his life in total war without
due cause.
The editorial, written by Boyd Sinclair,
appears below:
THE ROLL CALL
Applin. Not here.
Barnhill. Not here.
Bell. Not here.
No. These men are not present. They
have not been for twenty years. There are
other names, but why call them out? No
one remembers them. They are not here.
They have not been in class for twenty
years.
But there is a roll, and the bright sunshine and the cold rains alike fall upon
it down at Memorial Fountain. They were
the men of 1917. Their names are on a
bronze plaque and on the War Department
records at Washington. The dust of these
names is under unlettered crosses. Not for
them were the bluebonnets of their own
state but the poppies of another.
Where are Applin, Barnhill, and Bell?
Where is all that class that might be writing books and music, trading in the market, tilling the soil, or teaching, or preaching, or governing? There was once a young
scientist named Mosely, two poets called
Brooke and Seeger, and a delightful teller
of tales known as Saki. They were fit men,
men fit to live. What kind of soldiers they
made doesn't matter, but that is how they
died.
The world needed Applin, Barnhill, and
Bell; it needed Mosely, Brooke Seeger, and
Saki. But the world needed them with
pen in hand, in the laboratory, in the
classroom, in the office, in the machine
shop, on the farm. But they were taken
away. They absorbed war propaganda and
went willingly away."
They absorbed lead and went unwillingly
away for good.
It is hard to see how they could believe
that they could make the world safe for
democracy, but if we do not watch ourselves we are liable to fall for something
which the perspective years is likely to
show just as obviously foolish.
Again war stalks Europe. Blood and lead
have been supplemented for meat and
bread. We do not want another bronze
plaque down 'around Memorial Fountain
to serve us as a reminder that another
class of sons has perished uselessly.
Applin, Barnhill, Bell—come back and
tell them about the futility of it all, the
pain, the blood, and the dirt, and that you
know that no political ideology is perfect
and sufficient for all time, and that none
of them is worth doing battle over.
But Applin, Barnhill, and Bell, and all
those who went with them to die for vague
abstractions in .the guise of trade and
greed are not here.
Applin. Not here.
v
Barnhill. Not here.
Bell. Not here.

Ed Radziviljls Dead-

Still, the Middle-West seems as keen
about naval defense as the tidewater districts seem about the wheat crop.

For ihe second time this year we have
lost one of our number in death. Edward
Radzivill, sophomore from Brooklyn, New
York, died of appendicitis in the Anderson
hospital early this week. His loss is felt by
the entire student body, for he was a
friend dear to each of us. During his two
years at Clemson he built a place for himself in the hearts of his fellow students,
a place that will not soon be filled. Loyal
to duty, understanding in friendship, he
typified the Clemson man. Our deepest
sympathy is with his family.

The publicity department passes out pictures of army hostesses, thus ending an
incipient wave of jealousy among the girls
back home, maybe.

Young ladies don't enjoy knitting as
older ones do. With both hands occupied,
they can't keep pulling a skirt hem over
their knees.

Campus Camera
ALEXANDER

JUNIOR.,
WAS ABLE
TO READ
BEFORE HE
WAS TWO,
NEVER.
ATTENDED

GRADE
vTCHODU

RECENTLV
ENTERED
THE U.OE
WASHINGTON
AT THE RIPE
OLD AGE OF 12!

MUST BE ABOUT WOi
STERSTHIS SICP OF
HEAVEN.'

DR. WILLEM 0. LUYTEN OF TOE UNNOF
MINNESOTA HAS DISCOVERED A NEW
STAR, A CUBIC INCH OF WHICH WOULD
WEIGH 1000 TONS/

HALUE HARRIS, SUPERVISOR OF
JANITORS AT THE ONLV. OF KANSAS,
E5TIMATE5 HE HAS CLIMBED
5,e£OvOOO STEPS, OR ATOTAL OF
742 MILES, INTHE PAST 14 YEARS/

Talk of the

Town
By Mitchell Simmons
AFTER STUDYING THE PROPOSITION for more than
four months, the committee to investigate the advisability
of installing an honor system at-Clemson, yesterday introduced a "proposed experiment to determine whether an
honor system would be possible for Clemson."
Although the proposed system is at the most a compromise, it cannot be condemned too readily. It must be admitted that it is a beginning.
The chief objection to the system is that the student has
to be a criminal before he is allowed to be "honorable."
That is, he has to be caught skinning before he has a chance
to prove that he is, after all, a good fellow.
This, we think,
comprises the*—
'
weakest point of the proposed ex- ment that may or may not prove
periment If there were a provis- anything. If it does
not prove
ion to prove that Clemson men anything, it is promised by the
might be
"honorable" and not backers that something else will
skin in the first place, it would be tried.
have much more appeal to everyAlthough the
experiment has
one.
many weaknesses
and faults, it
Too, the system, or the experi- seems that, without doubt, it rates
ment, will test the
cooperative the cooperation of the entire stuspirit of the student body.
dent body and faculty. Although a
In the estimation of many
great deal cannot be said of the
the election of fifteen men for
positive points of the proposed
the committee is superfluous.
experiment, it cannot be said that
Why not, they
say, let the
it is negative.
Senior Council, which is alIPTAY
ready elected, take care of the
I
was
suprised
when a
cases and keep politics out of
former Clemson student asked me
the experiment entirely. It is
what IPTAY was when I told him
true that it may be best to
recently that I had attended a
have the junior and sophomore
banquet of IPTAY. The fellow had
classes represented
on the
heard, of course that it was an orcouncil, and the rules provide
ganization
of Clemson men to
that a
representative from
provide
scholarships for worthy
every school be elected to the
athletes, but he was not surfe how
council, but the objectors, on
it was conceived or how it works.
■the other hand, say that Clemson students are accustomed
About the history of the organization, I told him that it
to the seniority system which
is practiced in the
military,
was conceived about ten years
ago by Dr. Rube Pike, a Clemand that all of the councilson graduate who is a cance#r
man should be seniors.
specialist of Atlanta. At first
Despite the objections and the
the membership was small. For
weaknesses of the proposed experiseveral
years, the founders,
ment, however, the proposition is
Dr. Fike, former Head Coach
stated so that it is almost imposJess Neely, and Frank Howard,
sible to vote against it. It is not
the present head coach doubtadvertised as an honor system. At
ed that a
membership of a
best it is advertised as an experi-

Letters To And
From Tom Clemson
Dear Tom,
We sincerely hope that the
Clemson students and faculty are
in favor of the "Proposed System
for Determining the Advisability
of Establishing an Honor System
at Clemson." The student and faculty honor system investigating
committees recommend this system after spending much time in
thought and discussion on a system that will be most applicable to
Clemson students and faculty members. Honor systems at leading colleges and universities, including
West Point, Annapolis, Washington
and Lee, the University of Virginia, and others have been studied and discussed .The committees
have discussed honor systems that
have previously been tried at Clemson and proved unsuccessful. Dr.
H. M. Brown of the physics department deserves especial credit
for his contributions toward this
proposed system.
The purpose of the system is
not to catch, convict, or punish
those students that use unfair
means on tests, quizzes, exams,
or other written work to be
graded. The purpose of this
system is to help those who
use dishonest means, to cause
them to realize the harmful
effect their cheating has on
themselves and the college, to
cause them to realize the unfair advantage they are taking over their fellow students
who make honest grades, to
stimulate within the cadet
corps a more honor-conscious at-

titude, to cause faculty members to minimize the temptations to cheat and to cause
them to take more interest in
promoting' honesty among the
students.
If this system is to prove to
be successful, it is essential
that students report observances of dishonesty. Students
brought before the honor council will be shown sympathy
and kindness; each council
member is aware of the fact
that he is not perfect and may
have committed the same act
that the student is suspected
of, had he been in the suspected student's "shoes." The council will not force any punishment upon students. Suspected
students are asked to state before the council whether or not
they want the grade made on
a particular quiz. If a fellowstudent is dishonest in the
classroom, you will be doing
him a favor by reporting him
to the honor council.
There may be some students who
will not acknowledge their guilt,
but we believe that the good that
this system will do will more than
compensate for the good it fails
to do.
We believe that you will be
'rendering Clemson a valuable service by asserting your approval
of this Proposed System to Determine the Advisability of Establishing an Honor System at Clemson.
The Honor System Investigating
Committee.

BY JUDSON CHAPIN
On a certain occasion a certain
young man living in the city of
Charleston, called upon a young
lady who also lived in the' same
city.
When he asked to see the
girl, her father said that she could
not go out.
"Why not?" asked the you.ig
man.
"Because you come from
the
Citadel," was the answer.
"But I'm not from the Citadel,"
answered the boy, 'I work in a fertilizer plant."
"Excuse me," replied the father,
"My daughter will be right down."
MERCI
Many thanks
to the Auburn
PLAINSMAN for the orchids on
the April fool TIGER, printed below:
Heartiests congratulations to the
students of Clemson College for
their most worthy action in the
execution of one Adolf Hitler (or
reasonable facisimile thereof)
as
reported,1 with a photograph of the
deed, in a April Pool issue of the
TIGER, Clemson student newspaper.
And, incidentally, congratulations
Clemson, on the issue of the TIGER itself. It is one of the best
April Fool issues of College newspapers that we have ever seen.
HUH!
We understand that Lawrence
Tibbett made quite a hit on the
Winthrop campus.
Winnie Winthrop informed me that hundreds
of girls were oh-ing and ah-ing for
the bester part of the day. When
brother Tibbett went to the movies
to escape it all, the theater was
rushed by adoring maidens.
Does this Tibbett loom as a definite threat to the Clemson Cadet
supremecy?
WAR TALK
A group of Clemson cadets were
having a general "bull" session on
the subject of the current war and
and our connection with it. The
conversation drifted into the horors of war, and each told the most
gruesome anecdote he could possibly think of.
At the close of the discussion, one
cadet stated that he sure hoped
that none of these German bullets
or shells had his name on them.
It isn't that replied that," re"What worries me are those sheels
that have 'To whom it may concern' on 'em."
BULL
A certain institution of higher
education in Massachusetts
(I
ain't mentioning no names) was
having an open forum meeting for
the entire student body. The purpose of the meeting was to hear
complaints made about the food
that was being given the students.
After much arguing and bickering, one robust student got on his
feet and said calmly.
"Look, we don't mind eating horse
meat, but when you throw in the
harness that's going too far."
ODD STUFF
A student
from Northwestern
University found himself in sore
need of a theme. Looking through
his fraternity files, he .uncovered an
old theme, which he handed to his
professor the following day.
The next day he got the paper
back with the following note from
his professor.
'This was an A paper when I
wrote it twenty years ago, and by
golly, it's still worth an A minus."
thousand would be achieved.
After a few years, however, it
began to grow. There were almost
eighteen hundred paying members
in 1940. Each year has shown a
marked increase in membership,
and the membership for 1941 is
expected to be more
than two
thousand.
The funds which
are derived
from the membership
dues are
used entirely to provide scholarships for athletes. The atletes who
receive the
scholarships
don't
however, feel that they are being
paid to play football. Almost 95
percent are South Carolina boys
could not have afforded to come
to College without
the scholarships, and, in the main, came to
Clemson as the
school of their
choice. Coach Howard does not
ever try to "persuade" a boy ^o
come to Clemson. If he does not
want to come here—If he does not
like Clemson—then Clemson is not
the school he wants to play football for.
MEMBERSHIP
Membership in IPTAY costs ten
dollars a year. Anyone who is a
former Clemson student, or who is
interested in Clemson is qualified
for membership. Although Coach
Howard and
the sponsors of
IPTAY feel that the ten dollars
is contributed to help a worthy
student go to
Clemson, IPTAY
members get first choice seats at
all Clemson
football and other
athletic contests, and are invited
to a banquet at the college once
a year.
Several backers of IPTAY
have expressed
the opinion »
that in time the organization
might become large enough to
establish a scholarship fund
for students in all activities.
And if the organization shows
the growth that has marked
its history for the past five
years, it is conceivable that
this will be very probable.
IPTAY, I told the former Clemson student, finally, represents the
true spirit of Clemson. The spirit
of Clemson men working for and
with other Clemson men. It is an
organization of
REAL Clemson
men.

that il Mr. Watson continues to make certain sophomores promises
fertilize Bowman field we WILL that he (Thompson) won't be able
need gas masks for drill.
to fulfil, 'cause they (the army)
•—Oscar Hays—
might not keep theirs.
—that he hears that Nancy (our
t •—Oscar Bays—
colonel) Coleman is having trouble
—that he (Oscar) likes to get
keeping up with her new bunny, tips about the kind deeds of cer"Percy", which P. D. Seabrook pro- tain citizens, but he (Oscar) wishes
vided for her Easter.
that they wouldn't sign the tips
■—Oscar fcsw*—
they turn in about themselves.
—that after absorbing the per■—Oscar Hays—
fume of Bowman field for the past
—that remark Cavalaris made
few days, he is convinced that there about his joint "livening up" seems
is still work for our fertilizer ex- to have borne fruit last weekend.
perts to do with perfume.
—Oscar Hays—
—that some of the other places
•—Oscar Says—
—that the established Lander- went even further.
.—Oscar Bays—
Clemson alliances are being broken
—that 0he remark the Governor
this weekend—if you want proof
look for Nancy Coleman's and Foy of North Carolina made to the GovBrown's (they of Lander) names ernor of South Carolina, or vice
versa, might be history, but it ceron the dance list.
tainnly didn't apply here last Fri•—Oscar Hays—
—that Seig Holmes really does day night.
get around, these days.
—Oscar Hays—
—that he (Oscar) was personally
■—Oscar Hays—
—that he imagines that Jimmie in bed at that time. (Without wearRankin and Ethel Daniels are ing cits.)
dreaming of a little white house
•—Oscar Hays—
—that his one-time poppa, Joe
with green shutters by this time.
•—Oscar Bays—
Sherman, has stopped worrying,
—that he (Oscar) doesn't think again, but he didn't pass out cigars'
Major Thompson has any right to this time. It's a girl!

What Will Be The Advantage To You Of
Having The R. O. T. C. Camp Here This
Summer?
J. L. Cox (3) Belton. It's so much
closer home. I can go home every
week.
G. P. Williams
(3) Kingstree.
I'll get to stay in barracks and be
closer home.
Jack Klinck (3) Augusta, Ga.
It will cost me $12.50.
G. C. Adickes (3) York. The only
good. I can see is that I can go
home more often.
M. K. Berry (3) Atlanta, Ga.,
I'll get more transportation money. It
won't be quite so hot up
here.
Larry Coker (3) Turbeville.
It
will cost me $25 travel I won't get.
M. M. Brackett (3) Hendersonville, N. C. I can go home and .see
my girl every week-end.
,
F. J. Haddon (3) Greenwood.
I'll be only 60 miles from home.
H. A. Coleman (3) Charleston.
It won't be so hot and dusty up
here and I'll get to sleep in a bed.
B. F. Yeargin (3) Ware Shoals.
I'll be closer to home, and I know
more girls up
here than
I do
down there.
J. E. Bolt (3) Greenwood. We'll
get to stay in barracks and won't
have to sleep in those tents. I'll

be closer to home.
F. N. Fortunato (3) Bethlehem,
Pa. It makes it possible for me to
go home between the end of school
and the start of camp.
R. A. Link (3) Abbeville. I think
it's a disadvantage. I won't get
any travel expenses.
W. A. Allison (3) Chesnee. I'll
lose all my travel pay. Of course,
I can see my gal every week-end.
S. M. Nexsen (3) Kingstree. We
can stay in barracks and get Captain Harcombe's delicious food.
W. C. Kinder (3) Kingstree. Ill
lose all my mileage pay.
W. M. Clark (3) Johnston. I guess
it will be cooler
here, and it's
nearer home.
J. A. Bolts (3) Abbeville. If I get
kicked out it won't be such a long
trip home.
W. H. Donly (3) Columbia.
I
won't be so far from home and
from folks I know. Also I know
the terrain around here for night
hiking ^purposes.
Summer school
will be an added ' attraction, and
the luxuries of the barracks enter
in.
M. H. Watklns
(3) Pendleton.
I'll be close to home, so I can
have a big time. Also I don't mind
sleeping in the barracks.

Dodo Doins
By STAN WILLIAMSON
Under the present national emergency setup the army has started rapidly expanding its training
program. Eleven new schools have
recently been awarded contracts to
provide basic training for future
army fliers.
Seventeen such schools had previously been awarded contracts to
provide this training, and with the
addition of these new schools," the
Air Corps now expects to reach its
training goal of 12000 army pilots
a year.
South Carolina was awarded
one of these training schools.
Each school is to be allotted 100
studetnts for training. South
Carolina's school is the Southern Aviation School, located
in Camden. It has been stated
unofficially that some of the
Clemson men who are candidates for the Air Corps will be
trained at Camden.
These schools will furnish the
elementary training which is the
preparatory step to the training
given at the basic and advanced
training centers located at Randolph Field, Texas, Maxwell Field,
Alabama, and Moffet Field, California. The basic' and advanced
training courses will take ten weeks,
the same time required in the
elementary course. Under this program, there are now 2383 Flying
Cadets in training.
From figures recently received, Clemson compares favorably with other southern schools
having C. P. T. P. courses. The
University of Florida produced
37 private pilots on its first
semester program this year.
Since January 1940 ths insti-

tution has registered 115 students in the C. P. T. P., and of
this number 109 have received
their licenses.
So far this year Duke University
has produced more than 80 private pilots. The first woman pilot
in North Carolina, to receive her
'license under the C. A. A. program
was a Duke student, Miss Bobbie
Ryan.
Auburn recently had 48 students,
three of which were co-eds, receive their licenses in a training period
which just ended.
ciemson nas to aate produced 75 Private Pilots, and
40 more will receive their certificates within the next two
months. Of this number several
are candidates for appointment
as Flying Cadets in the Army
Air Corps. These men, if appointed will start training about
June 15.
Claude Poole, President of the
Clemson Flying Cadets announced
today that the annual banquet of
the club will be held Friday night
April 25 in Greenville. All members
of the club are reminded that their
dues must be paid before the banquet.
This club this week presented
"Wings" to its members. These
"Wings" h^ive the Oblleg* seal
engraved on them, poole announced
that the stationery of the club is
available to its members. This stationery is novel, in that it opens
by pulling a "rip cord". Poole also
announced that there wil be a special meeting of the club tonight
after supper, and all members are
urged .to be present.

Ag Engineers
Have Banquet

of the Experiment Station,
gave
the welcome address. Other representatives of the International Har
vester Company present were D.
A. Kirk, branch manager of the
company at Charlotte, his asssistant, Mr. W. F. McAfee, Jr., and
Wallace Stewart, Clemson '34, who
handles dairy equipment for the
International Harvester Company.
Mr. Howell made a very interesting and instructive talk in which
he advised the students in Agricultural Engineering as to how they
can best secure positions when they
leave college and what their attitude toward their jobs should be,
Berry said.

The Clemson branch of American Society of Agricultural Engineers held a banquet at the Presterian church last Tuesday' night,
attended by about fifty students
and guests. R. J. Berry, president
of the local chapter presided as
toastmaster, and the chief address
was made by Mr. H. P. Howell,
sales promotion manager of the
International Harvester Company,
Chicago
Mr. R. A. McGinty, Vice-Director
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Trustees Approve Regulation Raincoats And Gloves For Cadets
May Not Be Next
Year Because Of
Defense Orders
College authorities this week announced that the Clemson cadet
corps would soon be equipped with
regulation
raincoats and gloves.
The Board of Trustees which met
at Clemson last week gave its endorsement to the application for
these additional uniform articles.
The Trustees authorized the addition of these articles to the present uniform at the earliest possible date
Cadet Colonel D. J. Ross and
Senior Class President Roy Pearce
appeared before the Trustees last
week in an effort to secure for the
cadet corps these additions to the
uniform.
Mr. J. C. Littlejoh'n, college business manager, informed Ross and
Pearce this week of the Board's
approval of the uniform additions,
but stated that due to the call of
the Federal government upon industry for uniforms and equipment for the regular army, it was
not yet known whether they could
be included in next
year's uniform.
Colonel Ross said
that these
badly needed articles would not
only furnish every member of the
cadet corps with raincoats and
gloves, but would greatly imporev
the appearance of the corps during the weather when raincoats or
gloves are needed.

Constitution
FROM PAGE 1
sihall not have an appointed date
on which to meet, but they shall
meet at any time which is deemed
necessary by the President of the
college or the Chairman of the
Council or by any member of the
Council with the approval of the
chairman.
Section V — The Senior Council
shall meet in the office of the
President of the College when a
meeting is called. The Secretary
will notify all members of the
meetings and prompt attendance
is obligatory.
Article II—Functions
Section I—The Senior- Council
■will act as a disciplinary and corrective Council over all judical
functions of the Student Body
■without interfering with the Military Department. It shall be the
duty of the Senior Council to re-

NICK'S BEST DINER
World's Best Hamburger
Curb Services
N. Main St.
Greenville

HIS MOTHER-IN-LAW
WAS PLENTY SOREbut he's out of the dog house now!

"WHERE YA COIN' with
my pipe?" wailed Henry.
t:
To the incinerator—where
all smelly things belong,"
snapped his mother-in-law.
l:
That tobacco of yours is
impossible."

Honor System

STRAWBERRY LEAF:—Here are the eleven outstanding- members of the Calhoun Forensic Society
who were this week inducted into the Strawberry Leaf national honor forensic fraternity.
They will be formally initiated into the organization some time next week. They are, first row:
Robert B. Segars, Oswego; Theodore W. Gage,

Anderson; and Frank Hinnant, Ridgeway. Second
row: Harris W. Hollis, Rock Hill; Walter H. Goggans, Newberry; S. K. Able, Saluda; and J. H.
Stevenson, Marion. Third row: Frank A. Gregg,
Florence; Jack M. Klink, Augusta; O. A. Mays,
Columbia; and Albert C. Little John, Jonesville.
—Photo by Hufford.

Strawberry Leaf Taps Eleven
Forensic Men As Members
Eleven members of the Calhoun
Forsensic Society were this week
accepted for membership in Strawberry Leaf, national honorary
forensic society, for outstanding
forensic activity, it was announced
by A. L. Brooks, president of the
organization.
They are J. M. Klinck, general
science junior from North Augusta,

S. K. Able, vocational education
junior from Saluda, T. W. Gage,
electrical engineering junior from
Anderson, F. K. Hinnant, entomology senior from Ridgeway, H. W.
Hollis, agromomy junior from Rock
Hill, F. A. Gregg, animal husbandry junior from Mars Bluff, J. H.
Stevenson, agricultural economics
junior from Marion, O. A. Mays,

pre-medical junior from Columbia,
A. C. Littlejohn, general science
senior from Jonesville, R. B. Segars,
agricultural economics junior* from
Cswego, and W. H. Goggans, premedical sophomore from Newberry.
Olr members of the society are
A. L. Brooks, F. S. Barnes, J. J.
Lever, I. Q. Lever, J. O. Nesbitt,
and R. L. Stoddard.

Treas. and Historian of Senior to declare a winner.
Class. And class meeting shall be
Section II—The following Wedcalled with major matters pertain- nesday of May the newly elected
ing to the class.
All Junior, Sophomore,
and rising Senior Class officers will
Freshman class business will be hold similar nominations for rishandled likewise.
ing Junior Class, but there will be
Article III—Elections
^ no speeches made the next day by
Section I—The retiring Senior the nominees. Polls will open at 9
Class officers will on the first o'clock and close at retreat. Votes
Monday in May call a meeting of will be counted by newly elected
the Junior Class, at which time rising Senior Class officers.
Section III—The 7 Senior Counnominations will be made for
President, Vice-President, Sec. and cil members will be nominated
Treas., and Historian for the rising Thursday of election week and
Senior Class. Votes for nomination shall oe voted upon the following
will be made by show of hands and day. The newly elected rising Senior
two nominees for each office will Class officers will call the class
be agreed upon by the class. The meeting and ask for nominations
following day from 12 to 1 o'clock of candidiates, and from the list
the nominees for the different of- nominated from the floor, the 14
fices will be heard in a 5 minute getting the highest number of votes
talk in the college auditorium. The will be nominees. From these 14,
polls will open at 1 o'clock and seven will be elected the following
votes Will be taken in until long day.
Section IV — Sophomore and
roll. The ballots will be printed,
and each' ballot will be correctly Freshman class officers will be
scratched and signed, or they will elected during the first week of
be declared void in the counting of October the following semester.
the votes. The retiring Senior Class The Junior Class officers will hold
officers will count the votes and a the election and count the votes.
Section V—One must have mainmajority of 1 vote will be enough
tained a C average in order to be
eligible to hold a class office.
Freshman are excepted.
Section VI—All ballots will be
THE DE-LUXE DINER
printed. They will be handled
NEXT TO CAROLINA THEATER
through the guard room I window.
Each voter getting one ballot. All
Originators of World's Best Hamburgers
votes must be signed.
Article IV—Finances
Greenville, S. C.
Section I—All finances will be
handled by the individual classes,
each class handling their own
money as they see fit.

commend punishment of any student for conduct that would tend
to bring discredit upon himself and
upon the Student Body of Clemson
college.
Section II—The Council shall
draft its open rules and regulations. Any student brought before
this council shall have a right to
a hearing and a defense counsel if
he so desires.
Section IIII — Any man feeling
that he is unjustly punished by the
Military Department can plead his
case before the Senior Council upon
approval of the President of the
College, the Commandant, and the
Chairman of the Council.
Section IV—The Senior Council
will from time to time meet with
the Deans and the faculty to discuss faculty and student relationships.
Section V—The Council will request permission to be allowed to
meet with the Clemson College
Trustees at some meeting to present
the problems of Clemson as a voice
of the Student Body.
Section VI—All Senior Class activities shall be in charge of the
President, Vice-President, Sec. and

Clemson's 2,334 Cadets Cut A Clean
Figure . . .

WHY?

FROM PAGE 1
Council.
The body of the experimental
system, as it will be voted on tomorrow night, appears below.
A PROPOSED EXPERIMENT TO
DETERMINE THE ADVISABILITY OF AN HON6R
SYSTEM AT CLEMSON
1. This system as proposed
will apply only to tests, quizzes,
examinations, or other written
work to be graded.
2. A board of
Councilors
shall be elected from the student body to direct the execution of tffis plan. This committee shall be chosen as follows:
a. The seniors of each scool
shall elect a senior representative, and the juniors of each
school shall elect a junior representative.
b. The
sophomores of each
school shall nominate one sophomore; from these six men
the sophomore class will elect
three representatives.
c. This makes a total of fifteen (15) student representatives. From this number the
Council will elect a chariman.
3. The Council reserves the
right to ask for resignations of
any of its members for due
cause.
" 4 A Faculty Advisory Board
composed of six (6) men will
hear appeals from and serve
in an advisory capacity to the
student Council . Each dean
shall name one member of his
school to- this board.
5. Instructors will be expected to remain in the room during examinations and
tests
and to report any observations
of cheating to the chairman
of the Board of Councilods.
He will do this even though
the evidence would not be sufficient
to absolutely
prove
guilt.
6. Each member of the faculty is urged
to use every
means to minimize the temptation to cheat.
7. All reports of chearaing
or suspected cheating will be
made direct to the Chairman
of the Board
of Councilors.
Students will be urged, though
not compelled, to report. The
chairman will not reveal the
name of the person reporting.
The student reported will be
called before the Board and
confronted with the accusation and the evidence. No attempt will be made to prove
guilt or to obtain a confession.
8. In cases reported by the

*

;

HONORARY COLONEL:—Happy about the whole
affair is pretty Miss Nancy Gilder Coleman,
honorary colonel of the cadet brigade, as she is
shown during the reception given for her by Miss
students, the Council will get
the student to state whether
or not
he desires the grade
made on that particular test,
after this proposed system has
been
carefully explained to
him. Obtaining this statement
will be the only action taken
between the Board and the
student. Tests will not be given over. Cases reported by the
faculty will be handled in the
same manner, but the instructor will have the right to give
the grade he finds justifiable.
9. All cases will be handled
with the
least publicity, and
with kindliness and dignity.
10. Good will
and proper
public opinion for
the plan
will be coonstantly fostered by
the various student organizations interested in promoting
honesty, character, and scholarship among
the
student
body.
Dr. David Rurio, head of the Romance language department
of
Catholic university of America, is
visiting Spain and Portugal to collect additional volumes for the Library of congress.

SPECIAL
STEAKS
Kansas City Beef

IF IT'S FURNITURE YOU NEED
"YOU CAN BUY IT FOR LESS"

OPEN FOR INTERMISSION
BEST MEALS—AND MORE FOR YOUR

Henry Stuart Hughes, grandson
of Chief Justice Charles >Evans
Hughes, has resigned his faculty
post at Brown university to enlist
in the army as a private.

MONEY

•/«

GREENVILLE, S. C.

■■«■■■■■■■■■■

Palm Beach Suits, Formals and Slacks,
New Shoes and Sport Shirts
SEE HOKE SLOAN FOR TAPS BALL

DAVIS
TIRES and TUBES
Radios, Seat Covers, Sporting Goods.
SENECA, S. C.

Music You Wont
When You
Want It"

VICTOR RECORDS

i

0 S 'NOSa"3CINV

Reduced As Much As One-Half Former Price

S,ai3IJ3>IVM
uaMO|ji|i!M||egai|iJ0
ii83no s| 3JQQ MOA a,in$ sg ,/sdei,, JOJ SAUJV

Phone 1391

Merchandise Sold at Regular Prices.

NEW LOW
PRICES

AT

207 S. Main St.

Use Your R. 0. T. C. Credit

BRING THAT DATE TO THE GRILL

dOHS a3/ftO"U
Henry's in clover. Even his
mother-in-law treats him right
since he switched to Sir
Walter Raleigh. Try this mild
tobacco on your home life.
Fifty pipe loads, 15e'.

NOTICE JUNIORS

Accessories, Good Penn. Oil, Bicycles,

•»•»

ONE WEEK LATER. Now

CAN YOU USE $35.00 A WEEK THIS SUMMER?
500 College Men average $430 profit last summer. Some made
$1200.00.
We have a limited number of openings in the United States
and should be happy to include a few ambitious Clemson men.
Write today Fuller Brush Company, College Agency, Greensboro,
North Carolina, for personal conference.

Fishing Tackle, Auto Parts and

BECAUSE THEIR CLOTHES GO TO

The Clemson College Laundry

Wylene Pool, daughter of Clemson's cbnumandant.
On the extreme left is P. D. Seabrook, who sponsored her at Military ball where she was selected,
and Edgar Ross, on the right.
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Old New
Price Price
Moonlight Sonata—Paderewskl
*200 $1.00
Ave Maria—John McCormack and Fritz Kreisler.... 2.00 1.00
Lohengrin Prelude to Act 3—Toscanlni & N. Y. Phil. 2.00 1.00
Tales From Vienna Woods—Stokowskl & Phil. Sym. 2.00 1.00
.75
Rhapsody In Blue—Paul Whiteman
1-00

ALBUM SETS
Beethoven's 3rd Symphony...London Philharmonic .
Beethoven's 5th Symphony...Toscanni & NBC Sym..
Beethoven's 6th Symphony...Toscanni & BBC Sym..
Beethoven's 9th Symphony...Philadelphia Orch
Romeo & Juliet Overture....Boston Symphony
Schubert Unfinished Sym....Boston Symphony
Ravel Bolero
Boston Pops Orch
Victor Herbert Melodies
Victor Salon Orch
Nut Cracker Suite
Phila. Sym. Orch
Dvorak Symphony No. 5
Phila. Sym. Orch.Scherergzade Suite
Phila. Sym. Orth
William Tell Overture
Boston Pops Orch

12.00
6.00
10.00
17.00
6.50
6.50
3.50
7.50
6.50
10.00
12.00
>2.50

LATEST POPULAR RECORDS AND SHEET MUSIC

MAIL ORDERS FILLED PROMPTLY!
Add 25c for Postage and Packing

PAYNE' for MUSIC
Cor. Main and Washington Srs.
Greenville, S. C.

6.50
4.50
5.50
9.00
3.50
3.50
2.50
5.50
3.50
5.50
6.50
2.00
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Agriculture Commissioner Jones
Praises Clemson Ag Fair, Cadets
The Honorable J. Roy Jones, state
commissioner of agriculture, recently wrote an article in which he
praised Clemscn's agricultural fair
which was presented here March 22
and 23 by the students in the school
of agriculture. The contents of the
article is as follows: '
"The Clemson College Agricultural Fair, staged by the Agricultural
and Vocational education students
of the College was parhaps the best
agricultural fair ever held in South
Carolina.
"This Agricultural Fair was unnique in that it was a combination
educational tour of the class rooms,
laboratories, barns, greenhouses, and
other college facilities; also a genuine exhibition of "what's what"
in agriculture. Those who missrd
this show passed up an opportunity
to really leam something about the
fundamentals of agriculture and its
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FOR NEAT
APPEARANCE
Clemson, S. C.

The Mutual Life
Ins. Co.

Stop for that mid-night
snack at

Ed Parler's E-2 Store

James C. Pridmore
(Clemson Class 1909-

Solids and Liquids
At Reasonable Rates

District Manager
Piedmont Area

Altman Printing Co.
Phone 160

Greenville, S. C.

127 E. Whitner St.

Anderson,

S. C.

soft*
WE HAVE
NO LEMONS!
If you want lemons for lemonade, or want a used car
that's apt to be on the "sour side," we'll have to refer
you elsewhere.

Because All Our Cars Carry A
LIFTIME GUARANTEE
1937 Ford V-8 Sedan Delivery. 1934 Chevrolet 4-Door ' Sedan.
Good rubber. Recondi• ANOTHER clean
tioned
Job
motor
1940 Chevrolet Pick-up Truck.
1935
Ford V-8 Tudor. A little
Jam-iip through- *jrA
rough, but motor in good
condition. Good (M AA
1938 Ford V-8 Pick-up Truck.
rubber
«J>1UU
Runs perfect,
<£QCft
1937
Chevrolet
Sedan
Delivery.
good rubber
«P«JOU

$350

1940 Mercury Tudor Sedan.. Locally owned. Color green.
Seat covers to match. Radio. Tires like new. New
car appearance
(fcOOC
throughout
«J>0&0
1939 Ford V-8 Convertible
Coupe. Radio, heater,
white side wall tires. Low
mileage. Color green and
really
clean
1940 Ford V-8 Tudor. Driven
less than 15,000 miles. Color maroon.
Appearance
like new. Prac- dJCCA
tically new tires «P"DU
1940 Plymouth Coupe.
Opera
seats, radio and heater.
New car appearance. Color lite
tfJCOC

$595

$175

Very

$225
1937 Plymouth 4 Door (JjOOC
$325
Sedan. Very clean V"""

Sedan,
1936 Plymouth 4-Doorr Sedan.
tor, looks
.Reconditioned motor,
good,
runs good .
1937 Ford V-8 Tudorr Sedan.
Worth more
than
1936 Ford V-8 Tudor Sedan.
Looks good, runs good.
Good rubber.
(M 7 C
Only
«pllD

G'REMftVlLLE AUTO

SALES,

AUTHORIZED (S&jvl) DEALER
PHONE 58

OPPOSITE POSTOFFICE

Y Cabinet Makes
Tour During
Spring Vacation

The new officers of the Clemson College, YMCA cabinet together
with several cabinet members, made
use of the Spring Holidays for a
combined pleasure trip and educational and YMCA training experience, P. B. Holtzendorff, general
secretary of the YMCA, said this
week.
The group consisted of Presidentelect Dick Sosnowski, Johns Island,
Vice-president Ed Garrison, Anderson and cabinet members Harry
Sturgis, Rock Hill, and Jack
Courson, Clarkesville, Ga. Milton
Scarborough, Union, and Mr. Holtzendorff also accompanied the
group.
The group visited YMCA's at
. --.,_ .-vv
Maryviile, Tennessee, Berea Col'
-:jgggigBg!gj
lege, Kentucky, the University of
fcOiToa.a*-e>t.ufc- JCfc-Y DiRfc-qoa.Y
Kentucky, the University of Cincinnati, the Cincinnati City YMCA,
the city association at Covington,
Kentucky, and the University oi
Tennessee. The group renewed acquaintances along the way with
COMPANY Cewi^ANOfc-a.
many former Clemson men.
Mr. Holtzendorff said that he was
sending a complete folder of their
experiences while on the trip to
all former Y Cabinet members, and
other Clemson men who were acSIMONS, CLASS '34
tive while here. Copies are also
D. E. Simons, Jr., Clemson tex- going to the Advisory Board and
tile graduate of 1934 and former- to the Boarti of Trustees.
ly with Montgomery Ward Company, is now connected with MarPrinceton university
recently
same, with the same winding drive. descendents showed me a Chipacquired a fossil of a bat estimatshall
Field
Company,
Spray,
N.
C.
The Seneca river n those days pendale chair, which she declared
ed to be 60,000,000 years old.
was visible from the back of the was the George Washington chair,
house, down across the meadows,"' which Washington is supposed to
said the Doctor. "The whole area have used when he visited Calhoun
now occupied by the* college build- The chair I saw was a sturdy ofings was given over to Mr. Clem- fice type chair not a delicate chair
April 17-18—Go Westwhich would have most likely
son's cattle" he observed.
Marx Brothers.
Washington's Chair
broken under the weight of a
Dr. Crymes continued, "I was man the size of Washington."
Inevitably, Dr. Orymes returns to
especially interested in seeing the
April 19—Starett Pinto Kid
'George Washington' chair, when I the size of Clemson's feet, and his
—Charles Starett
went through the mansion the last boyish wonder. He is anxious to
time. I recall playing with it as a visit the campus again to see the
boy, and Mr.' Clemson telling me recently unveiled Clemson statue.
He is indignant over what he
5:30, April 19—Maisie Was
that I could handle it, but not to believes to be a substitution of the
A Lady—Lewis Ayres,
eat it up. One of Mr. Clemson's original Washington! chair, and
Ann Sothern.
would like very much to check up
on the statue, to see if the sculpACCEPT NEW POSITION
tor's conception of Clemson agrees
J. K. Smith, who completed the with his memory.
April 21-22—Comrade X—
textile
chemistry and
dyeing
Clark Gable, Hedy
course at Clemson in 1939, is now
Lamarr.
employed in the laboratory of Rock
Hill Print & Finishing Company,
. . . demands smartApril 23—Black Diamond,
Rock Hill, S. C.
ness, beauty and fine

Dentist Tells Memories Of Tom Clemson
By NEIL ELPHICK
Dr. T. G. Crymes, prominent
Greenville dentist, remembers seeing Thomas G. Clemson when he
visited the Fort Hill mansion with
his. grandfather in the early 1880's.
As a small boy, his most vivid recollection, of the founder of Clemson College is that Mr. Clemson
had extremely large feet. Dr. Crymes remembers that he made a
whispered remark to his grandfather about this fact, and was
brusquely told not to say anything
in front of Mr. Clemson.
Lived In Pendleton
Dr. Crymes' grandfather lived in
Pendleton, and it was from there

that the Doctor as a lad came to
Fort Hill several times. His recollections of the mansion itself are
remarkably clear although he is
not sure, just how Thomas G.
Clemson looked. He remembers him
simply as a big, stuff, hearty, old
gentleman.
The Doctor last visited Clemson
six years ago, at which time he
went through the mansion, and
over the campus as it was then.
He declares that the old home he
remembers as a boy had many
paintings and .beautiful pieces of
furniture in it that were not there
six years ago. The exterior is the

Clarke To Represent
State At ASCE Meet

VISITOR ON CAMPUS
H. C. Walker, class '20, of the
personnel department of the Southern Bell Telephone Company of
Atlanta, together with R. L. Dillard,
plant manager of the Greenville
Bell Telephone Company, were
visitors on the campus Friday.

Professor E. L. Clarke, head of
the civil engineering department,
will represent South Carolina at
the annual spring meeting of the
American Society
of Civil Engineers which will be held in Baltimore, Maryland beginning April
3. Professor Clarke, retired president of the South Carolina section of ASCE, was appointed by
the active president as a delegate
to the convention.
Professor
A. M. Quattlebaum,
J. H. Evans, A. N. Cameron, and
H. W. Webb will accompany professor Clarke to Baltimore.
The
meetings will be conducted at the
Lord Baltimore Hotel this year.

quality. You'll find
them all in

HEYWARD MAHON CO.

S

J G.nuint

Designs at—

GREENVILLE
South Carolina's Leading Store
For Men And Young Men

FOUND
Small silver ring. Initials C. F.
C. on crown, owner may get same
by identification in room 1-101.

BETTER
FURNITURE ;

Bowl At Clemson

For FUN and
HEALTH . ...

'Clemson Headquarters In Greenville'

Dobbs Hats

Set 'em up and try your
skill! Men and women the
country over find relaxation, fun and vim.
Play Duck Pins or Tens
on our modern alleys.

Manhattan Shirts

ANDERSON'S FINEST

Better Prices

LADIES INVITED
DUCK PINS
•i n« Before 6 P.M. f gk«.
lVt2 for 25c afterlU4'

MURCHISON'S INC.

PIEDMONT

Anderson, S. C.

Main at Earle

FURNITURE CO.
19 East Coffee and
115 North Brown

Ingrain's
Bowling Center

"The Home Of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes"

LUCKY TIGER HAIR TONIC
LUCKY TIGER SHAMPOO

KODAK FILMS
All Sizes In Stock

2-25c TUBES

LIFEBUOY
SHAVING CREAM

Your Jewelers
Anderson, S. C.

Richard Arlen, Andy
Devine.

April 24-25—Long Voyage,
John Wayne, Ian
Hunter.

RICHARDSON
THEATER
SENECA

GUARANTEED WATCH REPAIRS
TENNIS WATCH CHOP
FEINSTEIN'S WATCH SHOP
Across From L. C. Martins

WHEN IN ROCK HILL VISIT

THE VARSITY GRILL
Excellent Food
Reasonable Prices
Three Blocks Down Oakland From Winthrop

Bring Your Girl In To See Us
Enjoy Home Cooking and Feel at Home

•
LARGE SIZES
BOTH FOR

69£

35 mm Candid Films

GREETING CARDS
FOR ALL
OCCASIONS

MEDFORD RAZOR BLADES

2J

F0R

25£

3$£

8 mm Movie Films

■ ■■—■■ in ■

FLASH BULBS*
40000
PRESS

25c SIZE
PEPSODENT TOOTH-PASTE
or POWDER FREE WITH EACH

PHOTO FLOOD

15£

and

Y.M.C.A. Cafeteria

PEPSODENT TOOTH BRUSH

CLEMSON MEN ARE ALWAYS

SH

WELCOME AT

2 TUBES 25c

PETE'S LUNCH ROOM NO. 1

15*

$195

$250

Larry Coker, sports editor of The
Tiger, will serve as assistant director of the program and sports announcer. Stiles Stribling will continue as technical director of the
program, and Milton Scarborough
will serve as announcer.
»
The programs will continue to be
presented every Friday at twelvethirty.

H. P. Cooper, dean of the School
of Agriculture at Clemson College,
told a joint Senate-House agricultural committee last
Wednesday
that around 80 per cent of the
farm land jn South Carolina was
"too acid", while 20 per cent was
"good" farm land.
Appearing before the committee
to discuss the need for lime to fertilize the land, he said the farmers could use one-half million' tons
of lime advantageously, and mentioned a "wide belt, and approximately 50 or 89 miles" near the
coust available for mining.
"We (the farmers) are using
about one-fourth of the amount of
lime we should use", he said. "We
should put one ton of lime per
acre and three years later repeat
this. That amount would last for
ten years."
Lime in Low Country.
He said there was "an abundance of lime in lower South Carolina" but the farmers would have
to obtain it "abundantly and in a
crude state to make it worthwhile
getting."

$QCJA

clean
«pj«)v
tioned motor. Seat covers.
Good
rubber

1933 Ford V-8 Tudor Sedan.
Above the aver- *lor
«J)DAD
age mechanically $1£D

blue

Cooper Speaks
On Farm Lands

Six prominent
juniors in the
school of agriculture were recently awarded . positions
on the
school's judging team as a result
of more than two months of competition in judging
events, according to
an announcement by
Professor
E. R. Hauser, of the
animal husbandry
department,
who is coach, for the team.
The men
selected are Frank
Gregg, Florence; M. D. Watkins,
Westminster; H. L. Crouch, Saluda; D.
C. Herlong, Johnston;
and R. L. Bull, of Santee.
The team left last Tuesday for
Virginia Tech where they participated in judging events through
Friday. On the way the team inspected several livestock farms in
North Carolina.

Forty-one
delegates from the
University of North Carolina and
Georgia Tech were on the campus recently for the annual
southeastern convention of Alpha
Chi Sigma, national honor society
for chemists.
W. Doug Smith, of Greenville,
district councilor, and Clyde B.
Hutchins of Sanderville, Georgia,
national Grand Master of Ceremonies, werex among the vistors.
Delegates were entertained by
the local chapter at a social Friday night and a party Saturday
night. They witnessed the initiation of newly-tapped members of
the Clemson chapter at the Saturday night party.

Klink Named Radio Editor Tiger
This Week To Succeed Chuharski
Jack M. Klinck, general science
junior fiom North Augusta, was
today named Radio Editor of The
Tiger and Director of the weekly
program, The Tiger Takes The
Air, presented every Friday by
Clemson students. The announcement of Klinck's appointment was
made by retiring Radio Editor Joe
Chuharski and Walter McDonald,
Editor of The Tiger.

FT?"

Judging Team
Named This Week

Of New York

Woodside Bldg.
Telephone 2177

—By J. Herbert McCoy

allied sciences.
"Suggestions have been made that
these same students repeat this exhibition right now and not wait
until next year. If they should do
this every farmer in the state
should go to see it. and all agricultural workers in all agencies should
be required to go, because it really
is educational in its fullest meaning.
"The exhibits were well planned
and informed students acted as
guides and lecturers to show the
visitors around and make explanations. These boys did a good job
and their experience will be worth
much to them.
"Dean H. P. Cooper and his agricultural faculty should be proud of
what the students have done."

Alpha Chi Sigma
Holds Meet Here

'sssstiir

Clemson Close-Ups

PALMOLIVE SHAVE CREAM

IH

33£

C. Martin Drug Co
P. S. McCOLLUM, Owner .
The Official College Book And Supply Store

14 Pendleton Street

Greenville, S. C.

WELCOME CADETS TO

STEWART-MERRITT CO.
For 34 years we have maintained a straight "A" average in men's and students clothing.
265 MAIN ST.

GREENVILLE, S. C.
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Whitey Graham Elected President Of Block C Club For Next Year
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Wade Padgett Named Captain Clemson's 1941 Football Team
George Fritts
Named To Serve
As Alternate
Clemson's Coach Rock Norman seems to have assembled one of the best Tiger track teams in recent years. The
cindermen have yet to drop a meet having taken Newberry,
P. C. ,and the University of Georgia in their stride in that
order. The Tigs, state champs last year, have been going
"right," and with all the performers in every event clicking they should keep rolling
on. The wins over the Indians and the Blue
Hose show that within the state Clemson's
trackmen are capable of setting a fast pace.
Then when the Tigers stopped the highstepping aggregation from Georgia — well
they proved definitely that they're well on
their way to another state crown.
Not the least in rank of importance
among Clemson's leading scorers are Captain Marshall
Walker and Alt-Captain Dickerson. Walker has been taking
first in every mile event to date with sophomore Cohen in
the runner-up slot. Dickerson is one of the four men that
make up about the strongest bunch of 440-men a coach could
hope for. In Graham, Cargill, Lachicotte, and Dickerson
Clemson has a quartet of sprinters that can just about take
all opposition. They're all good and no one ever knows just
who'll place first.
OUR MAN FENNELL
Tiger Clio Fennell, another sure first for Coach Norman, is a better-than-average bet to crack the conference pole vault record this year. Fennell has cleared
the bar at an even thirteen feet already this spring
which is only three inches short of the present record
set by Ross Odell back in 1928. He says give him a
"right" day and maybe the old mark will tumble. Fennell has always been his own teacher, coach, trainer,
and water boy. He's been at the vaulting business since
the age of nine, and he seems to be at the point now
where he knows what it's all about.
(
While on the subject of who accounts for Clemson s
winning totals it would be well to mention "Booty" Payne,
Tiger triple-threat gridder and leading dash man, Harold
Parsley, high and low hurdler, Johnny Beckett, Clemson s
pug's captain-elect who runs the two-mile for the thm-clads,
George Fritts, Morgan, Ivey, and Chapin. These men have
been adding their efforts to the cause with great effectiveness as have also the other members of the Tiger '41 track
squad.
BASEBALLERS WIN
The Tiger baseball team broke the ice last week and
accounted for their first win of the season by drubbing the
visiting Furman Hornets, 9 to 0 in the warmer-upper to the
field house dedication. Joe Blalock started the fireworks
that resulted in the Clemson victory in the second frame
with a single, then Buchanan walked and catcher 'Ace
Parker poked a triple to right center. Bickley's walk and
Berry's home run closed the inning with the Tigers enjoying
a 5-run lead. The Clemsons got one run in each of the next
two stanzas and closed the days scoring by putting on a
two-run splurge in the 8th when Buchanan singled and
scored on Parker's third hit of the day—a home run over
the left field fence.
Holliday went the route on the mound allowing
only five scattered hits. He was in trouble only once—
in the sixth, Furman filled the bases on a single and
two errors with two out, but Monroe popped out to second to end the threat. Myers Hicks, Hornet centerfielder,
was the only man to get more than one bingle off Holliday. He lead the Purples at bat with two singles.
The Tigs kept up their winning ways at Erskine Saturday when the Flying Fleet's wings were clipped by a 3-1
count. The affair was short and snappy—a pitchers duel
throughout with Blalock coming out on top. Each team got
only four safeties with Clemson's being bunched so that
they were more effective. The Tigers sewed the old game
up with a two-run rally in their half of the 9th frame
with Francis Coakley and Irick scoring on Captain Buchanan's hard triple to left center. The Seceeders counted their
lone tally in the last inning on hits by Anderson and Nesbitt and a Tiger error.

Wade Padgett, Tiger guard was
last Friday elected
Captain of
Clemson's nineteen forty-one football squad by the members of his
team at the annual Iptay Banquet
and dedication of Clemson's New
field house.
George Fritts, All South and All
Southern tackle was elected Alternate-Captain to assist Padgett.
Padgett, a civil engineering junior from Columbia has for the past
two years been one of the keys
in Clemson's forward wall. Fritts,
an agricultural education junior
from Lenoir City, Tennessee has
been named on several all south
and all southern selections during
his two year career.

Baseballers To
Meet Greenville
BLOCK C OFFICERS:—The new officers of the
Clemson Block C Club and retired President
Edgar Ross are shown here as congratulations
were offered immediately after the election

Tuesday night. They are, left to righ/: Larry
Coker, treasurer, Whitey Graham, president,
Edgar Ross, retired president, George Fritz,
vice-president and Norwood McEIveen, secretary.

Clemson Defeats
Erskine College, 3-1

CAPTAINS,—Shown here is Wade Padgett (right)
Tiger guard who was last week named Captain of
the '41 football squad, as he talks it over with
the new Alternate Captain, George Fritts, All-

Southern tackle. They were named during the
dedication of the Field house and annual IPTAY
Banquet last Friday night,
—Photo by Hufford.

CAPTAIN WADE PADGETT
Highlighting the IPTAY banquet and dedication of
Clemson's new $75,000 field house addition came the
announcement that Wade Padgett, all-state Tiger guard,
and George Fritts, all-state and all-southern tackle for
the past two years, have been elected captain and alternate-captain, respectively, to lead next fall's Clemson
football team. Along with the announcement of the
captains came the presentation of the Hamilton award
to "Chippy" Maness, little triple-threat tailback who
sparked the '40 team/ for the most valuable player on
last year's squad. We extend our congratulations to the
\ new captains and to "most-valuable" Maness.
ODDS 'N ENDS—Randy Hinson, ex-Tiger varsity baseball coach who was called into the army in February and
is stationed at Fort Benning, was at Clemson for the IPTAY
banquet and fieldhouse dedication last week-end. Randy
says he likes the army OK but he still likes Clemson....
Clemson's man Fennell made news again last week—this
time it was a little painful though—He caught his nose on
the cross-bar as he was going over it in practice and almost
tore it (the nose) off. Against Georgia Saturday he had to
vault from behind a big face bandage and was greatly
handicapped
Among the stars of the past seen at the
Georgia-Clemson track meet Saturday — "Spec" Townes,
famous Bull Dog and Olympic track man, now in the coaching business at his Alma Mater....Two more baseballers
were added to the very elect Tiger "home run club" in the
Tiger-Hornet fray this past week when "Ace" Parker, Clemson catcher, and Bob Berry hit for the circuit. Players who
had already blasted round-trippers are Captain Buchanan
and Joe Blalock.... Once in a life time—Clemson's Payne
and Georgia's Davis pulled one in the two team's recent
meet that seldom if ever happens—The two ran a dead heat
in the 100-yard dash. They broke the tape together with
a time of 10.3 . . . Since the new Stadium is soon to become
a reality, Coach Howard has already been thinking of a suitable opponent for the Tigers on the day of dedication. He
says he would like to have the Clemson's take on either Boston Collese or Georgia Tech in September '42,

A revived Clemson baseball team
will journey to Greenville Friday
afternoon for its second meeting
of tne present season with Coach
"pizzy" McLeod's Furman Hornets.
At Tigertown last week the Tigers
Won a 9-0 victory through the fivehit pitching of the ace hurler, Winston Holliday.
The Furman team has an impressive record thus far in the state
race havinj been beaten only by
Clemson whereas they have gained
wins over South Carolina and
Presbyterian. So far, Clemson has
a won-loss record within the state
of two wins against one loss to
P. C.
Clemson seems to have come out
of the twist and has been playing
good ball for the past several contests. The probable starting Tiger
lineup for the Hornet encounter
follows: Berry, shortstop; Francis
Coakley,, center; Bolk, left field;
Buchanan, first base; Ed Irick,
third; Parker, catching; Bickley,
right field; Jay Good, second base
with either Blalock or Holliday on
the hill.

MOST VALUABLE:—Ed "Chippy" Maness, outstanding back of the Clemson 1940 Southern
Conference Champions, is shown here receiving the reward of the "most valuable player" on

the team. Mr. Rube Hamilton, of Columbia,
donor of the award, is making the presentation.
—Photo by Hufford.

Maness Wins Hamilton Award
For Most Valuable Grid Player
L. E. "Chippy" Maness, star of
the Clemson backfield, was awarded the Hamilton Trophy for the
most valuable player on the Tiger
team at the Iptay banquet, held
in conjunction with the dedication of the new field house, last
Friday night.

N. E. MARCUM
Jeweler
Easley, S. C.

The Hamilton Trophy, one of
the most coveted awards that a
Clemson
player can receive, is
presented
annually by Dr. Rube
Hamilton of Columbia to the played voted most valuable during the
year by his team mates.
Maness has long been recogniz-

ed as one of the spark plugs of
the Tiger team. In his final game
against Furman University he was
outstanding in
every phase of
play.
Maness
will graduate in civil
engineering in June.

BALLS, RACKETS, STRINGS

Clemson's Tiger baseballers scored two runs in their half of the
ninth inning to put the cincher
on their second victory in a row
as they downed the Erskine Seceders at Due West Saturday by a
score of 3 to 1.
The Tigers opened the scoring
in the 4th frame
when Francis
Coakley singled, stole second and
scored when Dude Buchanan poled
a loong fly to deep center field.
The two final tallies crossed the
plate when F. Coakley and Irick
who had gotten on from Fleet
miscues, scored
on Buchanan's
lusty triple to left center.
Joe Blalock went the route on
the hill for Clemson and held Erskine to four well scattered hits.
Anderson pitching for the Seceders also chunckel tight ball giving up only four bingles.
For Clemson Henry Buchanan's
three runs-bat.ted-in gave him the
hitting honors for the day, Nesbitt
lead Erskine at the plate with two
for four.
Score by innings:
Clemson 000 1000 002
4 3 1
Erskine
000 000 001
4 11
Blalock and Parker, Coker; Anderson and Overby.

Scoreboard
BASEBALL
Results:
P. C. 14
Clemson 10
Georgia 12
Clemson 7
Furman 0
Clemson 9
Erskine 1
Clemson 3
Georgia 3
Clemson 2
Richmond AcadFreshman 1
emy 6.
THIS WEEK
April 18th. Furman
at Greenville.
April 19th. Erskine at Clemson
April 22nd. Wofford at Clemson
April 25th. Carolina> at Clemson.
TRACK
Results:
Celmson 85 P. C. 46
Clemson 73
Georgia 53
THIS WEEK
April 19th. Furman at Greenville (varsity and freshmen)
TENNIS
Results:
Clemson 0
Georgia 7
Clemson 5 Emory 2
Clemson 3
Wayne 6
Clemson 9
Boston College 0
THIS WEEK
April 18th. Erskine at Clemson
April 21st. Carolina at Clemson
April 22nd. Woffard at Spartanburg
April 23rd.
Furman at Greenville.

Bryant Signs
With Philly
Pro Gridders
Loyell "Shad" Bryant, ace back
of the powerful Tiger 1939 foot/ball
team, signed a contract Monday
with the East-West Sporting Club
to play professional football with
the Philadelphia Eagles next year.
Bryant, with a record of 1,165
yards net gained for an average
gain of 5.7 yards over a three-year
period, ended his collegiate gridiron career in the
Cotton Bowl
game at Dallas, Tex., January 1,
1940, when Clemson defeated Boston College, 6-3. It was then that
Shad was offered a contract with
the Chicago Bears, but he chose
to turn it down and returned to
Clemson to complete his work for
graduation.
Recently Bryant's
option was
put on the block by the Chicago
outfit and had presumably been
taken up by the Washington Redskins. The Redskins notified Shad
of the change, but made no offer
and left Bryant in the dark. When
the Eagles came out with a suitable offer, Shad
accepted and
will join the team soon after his
graduation from Clemson in June.
This marks the second man to
go into pro football from the '39
Cotton Bowl team for Banks McFadden, Bryant's running teammate, played all last season with
the Brooklyn Dodgers.

This Collegiate
World
The board of Ottawa Collegiate
institute is trying to solve a mystery of 1913, revealed in a letter
from an honor student of that
year. Miss Sybil Stewart complained that the "gold" medal presented to her in
recognition of her
scholastic standing has tur*ed out
to be nothing but gilded bronze.

Other Officers
Named By Honor
Athletic Club
Curtis C. Graham, dairy major
from Mount Ulla, N. C, was elected president of the Clemson Block
C Club Tuesday night. He succeeds
Edgar Ross, of Savannah. Graham
is a second year letter man in
basketball, and again won a letter
in track.
George Fritz, vocational ag education junior from Lenoir City,
Tennessee, was named vice-president, to succeed Bill Hall, of Charleston. Norwood McEIveen, textile
junior from Columbia, will serve
as secretary, replacing Ed Maness,
of Georgetown. Larry Coker, general science junior from Turbeville,
is to take over the place vacated
by Charlie Timmons, of Hartwell,
Georgia.
The new officers, elected after the
final, formal initiation of the
"Cubs" into the club, take over their
new positions at once.
The new officers plan to honor
the retiring officers at a Club social, to which all of the Club members have been invited.

Tiger Racketeers
Take Boston College
The Tiger tennis team trounced
the Boston College Eagles net men
here on Tuesday afternoon by the
overwhelming score of 9-0.
Clemson easily won al lthe matches only two matches going to
the customary
three sets: the
number 2 singles match in which
Davis of B. C. took the first set,
and Burnett came back to win the
next two sets and the match. The
number l doubles match required
three set seac hteam taking a set,
then the Clemson duet of Rogers
and Goudelock
finally won the
rubber set to make a clean sweep
for the Tigers.
Summary:
Singles: 1. Holtzendorff (C) defeated Sullivan (B.C.) 6-4, 6f-l.
2. Burnett (C) defeated Davis
(B.C.) 613, 2-6, 4-6.
3. Rogers (C) defeated Robishod
(B.C.) 6-4, 6-3.
4. Goudelock (C) defeated Birtwell (B.C.) 6-2, 6-2.
5. Kay (6) defeated
Coveney
(B.C.) 6-1, 6-0.
6. Milford (C) defeated Arsenaulc (B.C.) 6-0, 6-1.
Doubles: 1. Rogers and Goudelock defeated Sullivan and Davis
(B.C.) 6-4, 4-6, 8-6.
2. Cheatem and Milford (C) defeated Robishod
and
Birtwell
(B.C.) 6-2, 6-3.
3. Edwards and Graham (C) dex
feated Coveney
and Arsenaulc
(B.C.) 6-3, 6-3.

Gardiner, Minnis
Go To Convention
Walker Gardiner, president of
the Clemson chapter of Phi Eta
Sigma, and Herbert Minnis, delegate at large, left last Wednesday
for Dallas, Tex., where they will attend the national convention of the
freshman honor society Friday and
Saturday this week.
The Clemson chapter will induct honor freshmen within tha
next two weeks, Gardiner said.
Other officers are Earl Roberts,
vice-president; George
Stanton,
treasurer; Fred Hobson, treasurer.

Twenty-five chaperones and 666
To defray college expenses, 1,co-eds from Stephens college, Co- 316 Harvard students earned $260,lumbia, Mo., recently made a tour 396 in the 1939-40 year in temporof the west.
ary employment.
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Paul Whiteman Here For Taps Ball Friday And Saturday Night
Will Give Free
Concert Friday
In College Chapel
Celebrating the debut of the 1941
Taps, the members of the executive
staff of Clemson's All American
yearbook will step from their harness tomorrow night and join in
the fun and feasting at the annual Taps Ball and Banquet, given
In their honor. Music for the affair will be furnished -by Paul
Whiteman and his nationally famous orchestra. The Friday night
banquet will begin at eight o'clock
and the dance one hour and a
half later at nine-thirty. Saturday
afternoon's. T-dance will begin at
four and the informal Saturday
night dance at eight, Bhayme Guyton, president of the Central Dance
Association has announced.
Sharing in the celebration will
be the nine lovely sponsors for executive staff. Miss Lydia Leitner,
Winthrop will sponsor for Editorin-Chief Ed Hallmah; Miss Mary
Wylie Conniffee,
Columbia, for
Associate Editor Dick Caughman;
Miss Margaret McGinty, Carolina,
for Business Manager Heyward
Simpson; Miss Dorothy
Rabb,
Greenville for Photo Editor George
Shirley; Miss Lib Corliss, Converse
for Advertising Manager Howard
Driver;
Miss
Nancy
Coleman,
Lander, for Literary Editor Jack
Hartley; Miss Carolyn Hopkins,
Columbia for Feature Editor Ed
Denny.
Miss
Frances
Hurt,
esWleyon, for Assistant Business
Manager Frank Hinnant. and Miss
Nancy Beckham Norrisville, for
Assistant
Advertising
manager
James. Garner.
Whiteman has been in the upper
brackett of
famous
orchestra
leaders for the past decade having
been responsible for the success of
such famous artists as Bing Crosby
and Jack Teagarden. During his
long and popular career he has
played in practically every state in
the nation as well as in many
countries in Europe. He broke all
attendance records in his famous
Carnegie Music Hall concert several
years ago, and was responsible for
the success of many top notch

TAP* PALL

GSCW Delegation
Gives Y Program

Daniel Speaker At
Asheville Meeting

The Easter vesper services were
conducted last Sunday by a , delegation from the Georgia State College for Women. Reels and selected short subjects were shown before and after the program.
The delegation consisted of five
girls, Miss Mary Jean Everett of
Atlanta, Miss Martha Scarborough
of Albany, Miss Marguerite Bassett
of Port Valley, Miss Prances Ramseur of Ohio, and Miss Cynthia
Mallory of Oxford.
The program next week will be
conducted by a delegation from
Limestone, Mr. P. B. Holtzendorff,
general secretary of the YMCA, has
announced.

Dr. D. W. Daniel, dean emeritus
of the school of general science,
was
the
guest
speaker
at
the annual dinner of the class room
teachers at the meeting of the
North Carolina Education Association in Asheville last Friday night,
and was the speaker at the breakfast of the high school principals
on Saturday. morning. He was also the speaker at the annual meeting of the Rural Electric Association in Newberry on Saturday afternoon.
Dr.
Daniel was
guest speaker at the dinner of the
Men's
Club of the First Presbyterian
Church in Anderson last Tuesday
evening, and on Thursday evening
was the guest speaker at a meeting of the Masonic lodges in Greenville.

Paul Whiteman

Kappa Alpha Sigma
Accepts Thirteen

Above are the sponsors for the annual Clemson Taps Ball series
on April 18th and 19th as they were announced today. The Taps,
yearbook published by the Clemson students, is scheduled to be issued Saturday, the 19th. The sponsors are, top row, left to right:
Miss Lydia Leitner, Winthrop, for Editor Ed Hallman; Miss Mary
Wylie Conniffe, Columbia, for Associate Editor Dick Caughman;
and Miss Margaret McGinty, Carolina, for business manager Heyward Simpson. Center: Miss Dorothy Rabb, Greenville, for photo
tones.
"A master of sweet and swing,
Whiteman and his orchestra have
in their reperoire a wide variety
of popular hit tunes ranging from
the hottest of swing music to the
sweetest
o sweet tunes," CDA
Publicity Director Frank Horton
announced. "All in all," he said,
"it should be one of the best
dances in the history of the school.''
Whiteman's orchestra personnel
includes the lovely songstress Ann
Southerland, Frank Howard. Vocal
1st, and Miguel Duchesne, Willie
Rodriguez, and Murray McEachern,
who comprise the hottest brass

William C.Rowland
Company
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Tests have proven that. we have the most durable
uniforms. That is why we clothe Clemson Cadets.

YOU MAY BE ASSURED THAT YOU
WILL ALWAYS GET THE BEST

SULLIVAIV

Thirteen agronomy juniors were
accepted this week into Kappa
Alpha Sigma, national honorary
agronomy fraternity, it was announced this week by Marshall
Walker, president of the Clemson
chapter.
They are S. S. Rogers of Dillon,
J. P. Hodges of Dillon, Dave McFaddin of New Zion, J. C. Holliday of Central, D. E. Aiken of New
Zion, R. P. Alston of Rembert, J.
R. Lester of Newberry, A. D. Lewis
of Marion, Bob Burch of Florence,
D. C. Bryan of Swansea, J. R.
White of Sumter, L. A. Williams of
Denmark, and H. H. LeMaster of
Gaffney.
The new members will undergo
one week of informal initiation.

Sophomores at Stratford college
recently staged a fashion show to
bolster class funds.

Large Crowd Attends Field
Rabbi Ballon To
Address Students
House And Iptay Ceremonies
By DICK BREELAND
FinaJ dedication of Clemson's
$350,000 field house, which has been
years in the building, came last
Friday night as a climax of the
annual convention of Iptay members at Clemson. Begun during the
time Jess Neely was head coach
at Clemson, completed with Frank
Howard at the controls, the new
building is one of the most complete athletic plants in the South.

Boasting 49,200 square feet of
floor space, the new field house has
a dormitory for visiting athletic
teams, showers for the out-of-town
players, and bed rooms with adjoining baths for visiting coaches.
One largs room is set aside for
Clemson skull sessions and lectures,
where pictures of previous games
may be shown. In this room Clemson games will be mapped, old games
replayed.
In all, there are thirty-seven rooms

in the building, exclusive of the
mammoth court where boxing matches and basketball games are held
and the somewhat smaller gymnasium where intramural games are
played.
Valued at between $350,000 and
$400,000, the completed field house
has long been a dream of Clemson
men. The dedication ceremonies
were held at a banquet for several
hundred Iptay members in the new
building Friday night.

section in all the land.
. The members of the Taps junior
staff in conjunction with the
junior staff of the Central Dance
Association have been working
overtime to make the decorations
for the ball unrivaled in the
school's history.
On Saturday morning the distribution of the yearbook will begin
at nine o'clock and will continue
until its completion, Associate
Editor Dick Caughman said.
Prices are, for the Friday night
formal, three bucks—fifty; for the
Saturday afternoon tea
dance

seventy five cents; and for the
Saturday
night
informal,
two
dollars even.
Approximately two hundred and
seventy five persons have already
signed up on the rapidly filling
dance roster and by dance time
Friday night the number is ex
pected to overrun the three nun
dred mark.

Episcopal Boys Will
Have Supper, Dance

University of Michigan library
extension service reports increased
populaT interest in defense, LatinAmerican problems, taxation, economic conditions, and problems of
citizenship and adult education.

CLEMSON CADETS
COME TO SAM'S LUNCH

AT

HARDWARE CO.

editor George Shirley. Bottom row: Miss Lib Corliss, Converse, for
advertising manager Howard Driver; Miss Nancy Coleman, Lander,
for literary editor Jack Hartley: Miss Carolyn Hopkins, Columbia,
for feature editor Ed Denny; Frances Hurt, Wesleyan, for assistant
business manager Frank Hinnant; and Miss Nancy Beckham, Norrisville, for assistant advertising manager James Graner. Paul
Whiteman and his nationally known All-American Band will play
for the Taps Series.

WHITEMAN:—Paul Whiteman,
who will play for the annual
Taps Ball Series, will give a
free concert In
the college
chapel Friday afternoon.

"WHERE QUALITY FOOD IS SERVED"
109 College Street

Greenville, S. C.

1 1

An outdoor supper and dance
for Episcopal students has been
arranged for Saturday afternoon
and night, April 26, it was announced this week by Jimmy Skardon, president of the Episcopal
Students Association. The Women's
Auxiliary of the Episcopal Church
will sponsor the entertainment
Supper will be served Qn the
Rectory lawn Saturday afternoon,
followed by a dance in the Parish
House Saturday night.
Student
dates will be placed in homes on
the Campus Saturday night, Skardon said.

Rabbi Sidney Ballon, of the Tree
of Life synagogue in Columbia, will
address a joint meeting of all the
Clemson church groups, Wednesday, May 7.
Rabbi Ballon' will speak through
the auspices of the Brandies Club,
local campus organization of Jewish
students.
The club invites all interested
persons to attend. The time and
place of the address Will be announced later.
Melville B. Wells, 70-year-old
aeronautics professor at Armour
Institute of Technology, is learning to fly.

PAYNE'S
FOR

TENNIS

Bargains
Spaulding

Racket,
2 Balls
fir Press

$4.50

The College
Cafe

Includes:
Spaulding
Racket . $4.50
2 Ace
Balls ... .50
1 Racket
Press . . .75

One Of
South Carolina's

Anderson, South Carolina

Finest Restaurants
Will each week award a
free steak dinner to an outstanding Clemson College
Cadet. George Cavalaris,
owner, has announced this
week's winner to be:

After "lab."...
pause and

Total . . $5.75
All for $4.50

PAYNE'S
FOR MUSIC
Main at Washington
Greenville, S. C.
Copyright 1941, LIGGETT &

MYERS TOBACCO CO.

IFACTORY ADVERTISING SALEI
1 HOUR ONLY, FRIDAY 4 P. M. TO 5 P. M.
Only 100 to be sold at this 1-hour sale, by arrangement with the manufacturer of these nationally
advertised dry shavers. We are limited to 100 only. Get yours at once!
Patented In
United States,
England,
Canada.

$15.00 UNDERWOOD "President"
y^w^-%^

Sample
On Display

$$%*<>*&»*«"

The Only Dry Shavers in the
World with all these Features

Tastes good.-.costs little
and swell fun to chew-

HUGUENIN
We think that he deserves
a free steak dinner and a
clipping of this ad> will
pay for it.
Watch this space each
week for the cadet of the
week—the winner of a
steak dinner.

that's DOUBLEMINT GUM
is always sweU un .
events, ba'*ee^fff!™TS teal-'mint
studying. IfOTaMOT^l

GUM

Coca-Cola has a delightful taste
that always pleases. Pure,
wholesome, delicious,—ice-cold
Coca-Cola satisfies completely.
So when you pause throughout

5'

the day, make it the pause that

plus tax

YOU TASTE ITS QUALITY

Close 1:00 A. M.
Open 6:30 A. M.

flavor »^'£SJtal«Jo»W
sweeten yonr bream
n

C. K. HOOVES, Mgr.

ANDERSON, S. I

li*\

CLEMSON'S
FINEST
RESTAURANT

your teeth, too
and buy several package

Seating Capacity
120 Persons.
Private Dining Room.

MINT GUM today.

Bottled under authority of The Coca-Cola Company by

COMPANY

$10.00 UNDERWOOD'Senator'

The College Cafe

refreshes with ice-cold Coca-Cola.

COCA-COLA BOTTLING

Limit 2 to a Customer

Ivory Case, Rubber Grip, Pigtex
Pouch
LIFETIME GUARANTEE
.Deluxe Shaving Head—Distinctive Streamlined Design—Self
Sharpening—No Radio Interference — Precision Built — Tool
Steel Cutting Blades — SelfStarting—Approved by Underwriters Lab. — Multiway AllBeard Pick-Up — Requires No
Oiling.

George Cavalaris, Owner
-^riv.J

Member Of IPTAY

X$

TWO
Shaving Surfaces
Models
New 1941

ONE
Shaving Head

Positively
No Shavers
Sold At Sale
Prices After
5 P. M.

If you cannot attend this sale leave money before
sale and your Shaver will be held for you.

;::|-

miS

L. C. MARTIN DRUG CO.
The Official CoUege Book and Supply Store

